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Summer 2017 
Welcome to our Summer 2017 newsletter. It is hard to believe that it is now 
just 10 months short of the 20th anniversary of our discovering Kadzinuni. 
So, in addition to some regular updates on the various projects and 
programmes we support at Kadzinuni, we are also going to take a look back 
at how we have spent the funds that you, our generous supporters, have 
donated over the last 19 years. 
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10 years of Kendrick’s Clinic 
 

 
Ten years ago we were overjoyed to be present at the celebrations to mark the opening of 
Kendrick’s Clinic at Kadzinuni, named in memory of Co-Founder Nic Seller’s father. Every 
month since then about 2,000 appointments/visits/consultations have taken place... that’s 
a staggering quarter of a million! Whilst our funds built the clinic, fitted it out, equipped it 
and installed electricity, this pales into insignificance when put alongside the commitment 
made since 2007 by the Kenya Ministry of Health (MoH). Since it 
opened they have provided two full time nurses, vital drugs, 
medical supplies and vaccinations plus in recent years have 
invested their own funds in building a blood testing lab, a maternity 
facility, additional storage and a furnace for disposal of medical 
waste. In 2007 they had no capital to build a badly needed facility at 
Kadzinuni but our funds with the skill and commitment of our local 
partners, the Rotary Club of Bahari Mombasa, gave the MoH the 
opportunity to bring a decent level of healthcare to the community. 
Babies have been born in safety, many conditions treated before 
becoming life threatening and many lives saved by simple primary 
care such as re-hydration of babies with diarrhoea.  

Year by 
year the services provided have 
grown. Health education and 
child development monitoring 
has been run from day one. 
There is still an ongoing battle 
against a horrible insect 
infestation of the feet called 
Jiggers and the ever present (for 
now anyway) Malaria. But, that 
said, Kadzinuni is a more healthy 
place with far less avoidable 
worry and misery. Best of all, the 
services are all free of charge 
except for a one-off registration 
fee of about 14p. 



How have we used our funds since 1999? 
 

Our Strategy  

The Friends of Kadzinuni seeks to enable the people of Kadzinuni greater 
control over their own lives by creating a positive and enthusiastic 
atmosphere in the community through providing facilities, infrastructure and 
support for improving education, primary healthcare and health education.  
 
So, it is a good time to ask, how much have we raised; how have we spent it 
and has it made an impact? 
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* of which over 90% was covered  by trustee donations so that over 98% of 
publically donated funds were used directly on projects at Kadzinuni 

 

Amount raised 
and spent since 

1999 
 

 

About 70% of our 
donations have been 

Gift Aided 
 

***** 

Many of our regular 
donors have been 
with us for over 15 

years 
 

***** 

We are 100% 
voluntary – we do 

not pay fund raisers 
 

We do not decide ourselves where the funds are used. We listen to the community and our local partners 
so we are led by the expressed needs of the people of Kadzinuni. 



Farmers Training goes from strength to strength 

 
In 2013 we started to support the Kadzinuni Farmers Training School. 
Since then 131 folk from Kadzinuni have learnt improved farming 
techniques including how to ensure that crops can survive the 
inconsistent climate, particularly the drought that occurs regularly, the 
fundamentals of small farming economics. The results so far have been 
spectacular as can be seen on the groups Facebook page managed by 
our friend and programme leader Patrick Nyambu. He posts regular 
updates and photos of progress throughout the year. 
(https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=kadzinuni%20community%20farmers%20education%20project) 
 

At Christmas we held an appeal to specifically fund the 
2017/18 training programme for another 30 farmers. 
The response was brilliant raising just under £1,600, 
enough for the whole programme. In early June we sent 
out the funds for the education sessions that start in 
July, plus some extra to support a one day event that 
the Kilifi County Agriculture Department have  asked 
Patrick to host on 15th June, showcasing the benefits of 
the Kadzinuni programme. Food Security is now a core 
aspect of the ongoing development of the community, 
after all a good diet is the best way to stay healthy!  

 

Keyworth Guitar Club Gig 2017     
 

Now in its 5th year our midsummer relaxed evening of guitar based 
music has become a highlight of flaming June. On 24th June once again 
the team from KGC will take to the stage at Keyworth Village Hall with 
another new set of classics from the last six decades. At the time of 
writing with the amount raised from 2017 unknown, the KGC members 
have helped us raise nearly £2,000. A great contribution! 
 

 
 

Come and join us again on Saturday 24th June from 7.30pm in Keyworth Village Hall! 

Advanced tickets only £5 or £6 on the door  
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